To Make This Card You Will Need the Following Items
Paper
1 piece of Very Vanilla thick cardstock measuring 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼” for card base
1 piece of Very Vanilla cardstock measuring 3 ¾” x 5” to stamp inside sentiment on
2 pieces Early Expresso cardstock cut 4” x 5 ¼” for layering
About ¼ sheet of Early Expresso cardstock to cut scalloped circle and scalloped square
About a half sheet of So Saffron cardstock to stamp sentiment , “Get Well Soon” on, to stamp
flower on and to cut circle without scalloped edge from
Scraps of Whisper White to stamp Mossy Meadow leaves on
Scraps of Foil paper to cut leaves from
Designers Series Paper
Share What You Love- 1 piece cut to 3 ¾” x 5” for front of card
Stamp Set
Healing Hugs
Dies
Layering Circle Framelits- next to the largest scalloped edge to cut Early Expresso Circle from
and the slightly smaller circle with the plain edge to cut So Saffron circle from
Layering Square Framelits – use 2” square with scalloped edge to cut Early Express from, 1
7/8” plain edged square to cut foil square from, and 1 ¾” scalloped edge square to cut
stamped sentiment on So Saffron cardstock from
Ink
So Saffron Ink Pad
Mossy Meadow Ink Pad
Early Expresso Ink Pad
Embellishments
Linen Thread for Bow
Gold Metallic Thread to put under bow
Wink of Stella Glitter Pen
Adhesive
Tombow Liquid Multipurpose Glue
Stampin’ Dimensionals
Glue Dots

Tools
Stampin’ Trimmer
Stamparatus
Bone Folder
Scissors
Big Shot or other die cutting machine
Instructions
Step 1. Cut all the pieces according to the measurements except the pieces that have to be
cut with a die.
Step 2. Stamp the sentiment Get Well Soon with Early Expresso onto a piece of So Saffron
Cardstock big enough to cut the smallest scalloped square frame. Next stamp the inside
sentiment with Early Expresso Ink onto the piece of Very Vanilla cardstock cut 3 ¾” x 5”. Also
stamp the sprig image in the lower right corner. Now stamp the flower image onto a piece of
So Saffron cardstock with the So Saffron Ink. Lastly stamp leaves with Mossy Meadows Ink
onto pieces of scrap Whisper White cardstock.
Step 3. Now fussy cut the flower out as well as three sets of leaves. If you have a leaf punch
you can cut the gold leaves with the leaf punch or just cut three gold leaves with a pair of
scissors.
Step 4. Use the Wink of Stella Clear Glitter Pen to brush over the flower. Don’t linger in any
one place too long as it could cause the image to blur. Lay aside.
Step 5. Now cut out all the die pieces. Be careful to center the “Get Well” sentiment in the
smallest square die. Tape edges in place before running through the die to prevent slippage if
you need to. Die sizes and colors above in product list.
Step 6. Now glue the flowered designers series paper to one piece of the Early Expresso
measuring 4” x 5 ¼”.
Step 7. Glue So Saffron circle to Early Expresso circle with the scalloped edges using
multipurpose glue. Lay aside. Glue gold square to Early Expresso scalloped edge square.
Next glue the So Saffron stamped with sentiment to the gold square. Lay aside.
Step 8. Take the Very Vanilla piece with the inside stamped sentiment and glue to the other
piece of Early Expresso cardstock. Next glue this piece to the inside of the card base.

Step 9. Now take the piece with the “Get Well” sentiment and glue to the left upper corner of
the flowered piece prepared for the front of the card.
Step 10. Position the circle piece on the right side of the flowered designers series paper.
Now once you are satisfied with the position, glue into position or use dimensionals to put on
back of circle and lift it up.
Step 11. Position leaves around the circle and lay the flower on top to see where you want to
put them. Lay the flower aside and carefully glue the Mossy Meadow leaves into position.
Next use a dimensional and put on the back of the Gold Leaves and after removing protective
covering place one on top of each set of Mossy Meadow leaves. Now put dimensionals on the
back of the So Saffron Rose and place on top of the leaves. Once you are satisfied with the
position, remove the protective coverings and adhere to the circle.
Step 12. Take this front piece and glue to the front of the card.
Step 13. Place a glue dot in the center bottom of the “Get Well Sentiment”. Now take the
Metallic Gold Thread and wrap around your two fingers several times, twist and place on top
of the glue dot. Place another glue dot on top of the thread in the center.
Step 14. Tie a small bow out of the Linen Thread and put the bow on the last glue dot.
Lots of steps but a card well worth the effort. Remember you can use a much or as little
embellishment as you wish.
Happy Crafting!!!

